FAQs for European Court of Justice ruling
1. Q: Will I receive interest on the amounts I have been underpaid?
A: Yes. We will pay interest rate at Bank of England base rate. This is the rate prescribed
under statute for PPF underpayments, however they have arisen.
2. Q: How will the PPF calculate any increase?
A: To work out if a member is affected, we’ll assess the total actuarial value of the
member’s scheme benefits payable from the insolvency date, using their original scheme
benefit structure (e.g. not subject to the PPF cap and using the original revaluation and
indexation rates) and compare it against the total actuarial value of their PPF benefits
(from the same date).
If the total actuarial value of the member’s PPF benefits is less than 50 per cent of the
total actuarial value of their original scheme benefits, we will increase their level of PPF
benefits until the actuarial value of their PPF benefits equals 50 per cent of the actuarial
value of their original scheme benefits. This may mean that a member will initially
receive more than 50 per cent of the pension they would have received from their
scheme, because we’ve taken into account the differences between their scheme and
PPF level of indexation and revaluation.
The adjustment considered necessary to achieve the 50% minimum guarantee will be
based upon a one-off valuation exercise (‘the Value Test’), and will not be further
adjusted (upwards or downwards) in the light of subsequent events.
3. Q: Why is the Value Test carried out at the Assessment Date?
The Assessment Date is the date of an employer’s insolvency. The Hampshire judgment is
about Article 8 of the Insolvency Directive, which is triggered by an employer’s insolvency. So
this is the appropriate time to carry out the Value Test. We will use the same assumptions for
the Value Test as we used to assess whether the scheme was underfunded - which is also a test
we need to do at the Assessment Date.
4.

Q: I’m a Long Service Cap (LSC) pensioner. Why haven’t I been contacted?
A: We have only contacted LSC pensioners who we’ve assessed will be entitled to an
increase because the LSC took their compensation below the 50% minimum. , We also
asked some of these members for any information they might hold that would help us in
our assessment. If we haven’t contacted you yet, we’ve concluded that the LSC has not
taken your compensation below the 50% minimum. We’re in the process of writing to
these members to let them know.
In addition we have contacted all capped pensioners to notify them of a potential
member challenge to our proposed method for implementing the 50% minimum which
has been made in the High Court. If you did not receive this letter, please let us know.

5.

Q. I’m a LSC pensioner and I’ve received a letter saying you don’t think I’m entitled
to an increase. I disagree with your calculations. What can I do?

A. At the moment we’ve only assessed whether the application of the LSC to your
compensation takes it below the 50% minimum. There are other factors which could
mean that you are not receiving as much compensation/assistance as you are entitled to.
We haven’t yet assessed your entitlement against these factors. However if you have
documentation to show our assessment is inaccurate, you should write to us with that
documentation.

6.

Q: Are you on track to start making payments soon and to conclude paying all
eligible LSC pensioners their increases by the end of April 2019?
A: Provided we have all of the necessary information we need, we’re on target to make
increased payments by the end of April 2019 to all LSC pensioners we’ve already
contacted where the LSC took them below the 50% minimum. If there will be any delay
in making increased payments, we will contact members individually.
However, a number of PPF members and others have begun court proceedings which
seek to challenge, among other things, the PPF’s basic method for calculating the
Hampshire increase. As a result of this member challenge, we currently intend to limit
the arrears payments which we had intended to pay to eligible LSC pensioners by the
end of April 2019. This is to avoid the risk of having to recover overpayments from
members, if the court were to decide that the PPF must take a different approach to
calculating the Hampshire increase. Interest will continue to accrue on the arrears.

7.

Q: I’m a capped pensioner. Why haven’t I been contacted?
A: We have contacted all capped pensioners to notify them of a potential member
challenge which has been made in respect of our proposed method for implementing
the 50% minimum. If you did not receive this letter, please let us know
We’re dealing with groups of members in a particular priority order. The first group of
members we’re assessing are those who are affected by the Long Service Cap, and when
this has been completed, this will be followed by members affected by the
Compensation Cap.
We’re in the process of writing to the capped members who we believe are most likely to
be entitled to an increase because the cap took them below the 50% minimum, to see if
they have any information that might help us carry out our assessment. This assessment
involves a comparison of their scheme pension against their PPF compensation.
For those capped members who, after an initial assessment, do not appear to be
receiving less than the 50% level, we’ll write to them to let them know. Those members
won’t need a full assessment.
We currently expect to finish looking at the group affected by the Compensation Cap in
the summer of 2019.

8.

Q: Why are we asking members for information instead of their former schemes?

A: Although we hold information to calculate PPF compensation under the existing
legislation, we don’t have all information about members’ original scheme benefits. This
means we’re likely to need further information to be able to apply the 50% minimum in
individual cases.
We’ve been collating relevant information from various sources. As members will often
hold information about their scheme benefits, we’re contacting members to see if they
have information which could potentially help us. In addition, for some members whose
schemes closed some time ago, it’s likely that the member themselves may be able to
give us the information we need faster, in particular where scheme documents have
been archived. We’re grateful to members who have helped us with this task.
9.

Q: I’m deferred, and won’t be retiring for some time. Will I be affected, or informed
of any change in my benefits?
A: Our approach is to prioritise pensioner members first. When we’ve dealt with this
group we’ll consider how best to handle the remaining members, such as deferred
members and survivors.
If we think you’re affected by the judgment, we’ll write to you. You don’t need to contact
us. Unfortunately because of the scale and complexity of the work involved we’re unable
to give a precise timeframe on when we're likely to finish this exercise. We’ll publish
more on this in due course.

10. Q: I’m due to retire soon. Can I have a new illustration, to show what I would
receive following any increase I might be due?
A: Any figure we’ve given you so far won’t take account of the impact of the Hampshire
judgment, as this has not yet been implemented. Any retirement illustrations we give will
be based your PPF compensation before any increase in respect of the judgment.
We’re also looking on a case by case basis at members who’re approaching retirement
and are likely to be capped, to see if an adjustment is necessary. However, at this stage,
this is only to highlight the member’s potential eligibility for an increase as a capped
member. We anticipate that these will be adjusted at the same time as capped
pensioners. Please let us know if you think you might be affected and are expecting to
retire in the next few months.
11. Q: If I am due an increase to my annual compensation, will I be able to take some
of it as a tax free lump sum?
A: We are looking at whether a further tax free lump sum can be paid. We will update this
answer when we have further information,

12. Q: I’m not affected by a cap, but I believe I still might be due an increase to my
compensation/assistance?
A: We believe that most members are receiving more than 50% of the value of their
original scheme benefits. However, in some cases, members may be receiving less than
50% because the increases they would have received under the scheme are significantly

more than those in the PPF. We expect that most affected members will be nonpensioners at the Assessment Date and any increase will be modest.
We'll look in due course at schemes where pension increases in payment and deferment
were significantly more than those in the PPF, to identify whether any members are
entitled to an increase. If we think you’re affected by this, we’ll write to you. You don’t
need to contact us.
Unfortunately because of the scale and complexity of the work involved we’re unable to
give a precise timeframe on when we're likely to finish this exercise. We’ll publish more
on this in due course.
13. Q: If an eligible member were to die before their increase is paid, will the arrears
be paid to their estate?
A. Any member who would have been eligible for an increase to their PPF compensation
but has passed away, will still be eligible to receive that increase. We will try to pay the
member’s estate any arrears due but unpaid when the member died, but we may need
to modify our approach where we can’t find the executor. In addition, any survivors
receiving compensation following the member’s death will receive an increase to their
compensation payments.

14.

Q: Is there a time limit for bringing for a claim

A. For PPF members the Board will not without further notice treat time as continuing to run
after the CJEU judgment, so no one will be prejudiced by not making a legal claim for arrears
now. We are in discussion with DWP on this issue for FAS members.

